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Abstract

In this paper we aim to do an intelligent background survey of Personalized Information Retrieval, a specialized and crucial subsection of Information Retrieval or IR. We have chosen the method of IR as Web Scraping, a technique that is extremely popular and is proven to have multi-domain usage.
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1. Introduction

This paper deals with web scrapers and their use in Information retrieval with a focus on personalized information retrieval. Web scraping is a hot topic in today’s perspective and it has multi faced applications. But two of the most important utilities of scraping are information retrieval for personal usage and for analytic purposes. We have dealt with the first type throughout this paper.

The contents of this paper have been majorly divided into parts. Introduction takes on the subject matter on a wider basis and gives a general view on all aspects of Information retrieval and Web scraping. Background Survey starts off with the evolution of the need of web scraping and introduces all older forms of web scraping and its methodologies and its drawbacks. An example of web scraping is also provided. Research Findings details out all a few of the popular existing web scrapers and its relevance in today’s context. Finally we conclude in the last section with web scraping usage, problems and future scope.

1.1. Data on the internet and the need of web scraping
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Data generation and growth rate of the same is an abrupt process these days and will grow exponentially with each passing day. Users on the internet can enjoy abundant services and information in e-commerce websites, electronic newspapers, blog & social networks.

Although this data is available for its consumption by users, quite an amount of time is spent retrieving this information and processing it. Moreover, the format of data in the form of HTML and other web languages are not suited for automated agents and computer programs. This has favored the research in several fields such as web scraping. Web scraping, a process of extracting useful information from HTML pages, which is the main formatting tool of information on the WWW, implemented using any programming language and semantic annotation is the main target in this paper as a method of a better or efficient personal information extraction from the web. The pages that are being scraped in context may include/comprise of metadata or semantic markups and annotations, which can be used in the location of specific data snippets. If the annotations are embedded in the pages, the same way Microformat does, this technique can be viewed as a special case of DOM or SAX parsing. Another methodology ascertains that the organized annotations, stored in a semantic layer and separately from web pages, so the scraping job runs faster by retrieving schema information and important meta-data before scraping the actual web page. [7] The technique which makes it possible to add semantics, meaning, structure and a formal parity to unstructured textual documents is called Semantic Annotation, an important aspect in semantic information extraction. Through our project, we revisit, explore and discuss some information extraction techniques using web scraping and semantic annotation for the creation of.

1.2. Personalized Information Retrieval explained with an example

A busy person finds it very difficult to sit on the internet at the end of the day and browse for news articles, important headlines of the day, information specific to a particular domain of his choice, scores of his favorite sports matches, trending information at the moment and sentiments encircling that trend. While Google would be the ideal best friend in such a need, it is no doubt hectic visit the plethora of links that Google search results put forward for a specific topic. An intelligent web scraper will be the perfect tool in this situation. A web scraper, intelligent enough to scrape the internet occasionally (based on user's choice of an interval) and takes into account the user's query comprising various keywords according to his liking and domains of interest, for e.g. Cricket, Election, Mobile Phones, Sachin Tendulkar, Chicken Biriyani.

The web scraper will identify the keywords of importance as above and will run it's scraping job on some predetermined websites. It will map Cricket with sports section of any media website, Chicken Biriyani with food websites and Mobile Phones with E-Commerce websites.

It will then provide necessary information and a sentiment analysis perhaps of its extracted data and provide the data to the user in order. Thus, the whole process of personalized information retrieval is done in a jiffy by the web scraper and the work done by the user is reduced significantly. [3]

2. Related Work

Information Retrieval has come a long way. Before the internet came into existence and IR shifted its focus on web searches and kind, it was prevalent since as early as 1960 in commercial and intelligence applications. The speed and accuracy of the same have increased exponentially with processing power and storage capacity. Such development and advancement in the field of IR have also resulted in a rapid progressing of querying techniques from the manual library based approaches to a far digital end.

2.1. Evolution of data extraction techniques from the World Wide Web

When Tim Berners-Lee created the World Wide Web, the net content of information in web pages was very low. It didn't need an automated IR system to retrieve and scrape data off them. But with the expansion of the
internet, the need for the same was essential. Developments in this field were carried on in two specific directions: searching the content of the web page and also the links incoming to that specific web page. [21]

The reference based query expansion by Bradshaw, Scheinkman, and Hammond of Northwestern University's Intelligent Information lab is a brilliant expansion of early IR technique. Although this methodology suffers from a drawback of being limited to conceptually homogenous texts archives allows the documents to be indexed according to the way they are referenced in other articles. Bradshaw’s famous and invaluable observation that "people rarely form queries of longer than three words" still holds true. Their assumption is searchers will submit queries which are not ambiguous based on which the index system works. The main technique used to yield high-quality search results was to index documents. The usage of references is a very strong way to index and more importantly rank the documents because the reference pair coincides with the document that contains the required information. [17]

Working on the drawback reference based query expansion by Bradshaw, Chau and Yeh proposed a technique which works with the heterogeneous document. The main idea behind it was the native Asian people would also be able to search for the query passed using their own language, this idea was known as multilingual query expansion. Chau and his subordinates gave a work around so that the person in need of the desired information will browse through the directory or hierarchy of concepts that are generalized and changed to the person’s native language. The information seeker clicks on the concept of interest through which he submits the query after which the system returns the result by showing the document based on the concept category.

The most common information retrieval is the ad-hoc querying where a query searches for a set of documents which are static. The commercial search engines like AltaVista and Google are known for using the above information retrieval technique. The search engines work on a huge database while searching for a particular keyword. The drawback with the above-mentioned technique is that the precision is very low. An example illustrating the drawback would be if we search for the query "Who is the president of India?" This information retrieval technique would return the documents where the keyword president is associated. However other unrelated documents about "How to campaign as a president?" or "Who is the president of INDIA TODAY" are also retrieved along with it. [10]

A promising technology for information retrieval is Agent Paradigm. The information retrieval technique with an agent-based approach means that the IR systems are more scalable, flexible, extensible and interoperable. Other statistical approaches like that of n-grams, semantic indexing are particularly interesting techniques with which the text objects are analyzed, they are also not dependent on the language of the text, they are resistant to spellings and use many well known mathematical techniques for a natural language analysis.

To extract, categorize, rank and index the most legit information available on today's worldwide web to the user requesting the information, web scraping is a crucial tool. Web scrapers can also determine the relevance of the extracted information to the user. Personal information and that of a high quality to the user is the main aim of any web scraper. Further, it forwards any data analysis, web usage patterns, fine tune crawlers and spiders, comparative market researchers etc. [6]

2.2. Forms of web content mining and tools used in that context

In recent times, much research has gone into search queries having linguistic structure. Identifying noun forms from a user presented phrase and performing the IR procedure based on those noun forms eases the process and is more realistic in today’s context. [13]

The major forms of web content mining are done in the following ways:

- Unstructured data mining
- Structured data mining
- Semi-structured data mining
• Multimedia data mining.

Under the subtopic of unstructured data mining comes the mining of web documents which this paper deals with. Personal Information retrieval is a challenging task when it comes to mining from web pages, primarily because of the complexity of all the HTML tags that may be present. Web scrapers help a great deal in simplifying the task.

Structured data mining plays a very crucial role in the development of crawlers or web spiders. Web crawlers crawl and visit web pages for the later processing of them by search engines to determine page quality and thereby a rank. Spiders use different graph algorithms to analyze the web and perform different tasks. \[16\]

The different above mentioned methodologies of web content mining puts to use a number of tools and services. Some of them are very prevalent while some are still scarcely put to use. \[5\]

Basic Scrapers are used to scrape web pages using keywords that are provided by the user. It targets a specific web page and specific HTML tags.

Automation Anywhere (AA) is an automated web extraction tool to scrape web pages and use it for data mining. \[2\] Web Info Extractor (WIE) is a tool to extract information from web pages and manage data for content analysis. It can extract both structured and unstructured data.

3. Research Findings

The web scrapping process does not always receive a positive intimation. The question that arises is whether the process of web scrapping is legal or whether it complies with the terms and conditions of each and every website? So in this section various research findings about the web scrapping process has been discussed.

The initial history of web scrapping was not very positive as the concept of web scrapping was not approved legally. The enforceability of these terms is unclear. When we duplicate the original expression it is considered illegal, however in USA the concept that we can duplicate the information elsewhere is pardonable.

According to the courts in US they consider computer to be personal assets thus the persons using scrapers are responsible for using or accessing the computers of other persons in an unauthorized way. For example, the case of eBay v. Bidder's Edge, this involved the trespassing of information from the eBay website by using bots. Bots are basically software which are used to perform various functions like scrapping data, placing bids, clicking ads any many more. This case involved the automatic placing of bids, known as auction sniping. The Bidder’s Edge used the bots to scrape the data from the eBay site and displayed it on their own website. This further led to the involvement of auction bids automatically. To authenticate the trespassing activity, the users should show a way to defend their intention.

An example of web scrapping in the travel industry is the case of Hipmunk. Hipmunk was used to scrape data, collect the price information and other vital statistics. The information was obtained before it could be received by the online travel agents and suppliers with an actual partnership agreement. However, this activity was stopped immediately when they were asked to.

The well known example of screen scrapping was with the American Airlines the firm involved in this case goes with the name FareChase. American Airlines prevented the firm from using softwares to access their confidential information after taking legal help from the courts. In March 2003 AA alleged that FareChase was using their software to gather information and trespass their web servers without their consent. However, both the parties ended up in a mutual settlement dropping the charges against each other by the end of June.

Some of the fraud bots detect the loop holes in our system. Taking advantage of the vulnerabilities like ads, pop ups etc. The bots can obtain the valuable information from the user. To secure his credentials the user can perform various steps like traffic monitoring, blacklisting, rate limiting and anti-spam protection.

Web Scrapping is still considered as a very important technology all though so many legal cases are still going on against it. FMiner is very important software which extracts information from the web and displays information in a readable format for the users. The software’s main implementation idea is to obtain the information from the URL of the websites. FMiner is considered as the best software available for extraction of
information from the web. The web scraping software is designed to scan through set sites, and scrape set data at your requirement. The FMiner software extracts information and stores the data in various formats so that the users can access them easily. The formats used by FMiner are .csv, access, Excel or even an SQL server.  [22]  
The diagrammatic representation of FMiner is provided in Fig 1.

Fig. 1. The FMiner Interface

Another well known application which is an extension of the Firefox browser is the ChickenFoot. It adds functions which are used for data extraction to the JavaScript and we can run them directly on the browser itself. The well known feature for which ChickenFoot is famous is the concept of “Embedding” thus it can interact with the JavaScript easily. The distribution of this software can also be carried out with ease. The only drawback of using this application is its slow execution time which makes it very difficult to use. The main reason for the slow execution speed is the fact that it runs in the browser making it slow and unfeasible to use. ChickenFoot extracts information from the web using the command find() [18]

Piggy Bank is also an extension of the Firefox browser which is used for reducing the gap between what we have right now and the semantic web. The users of this software send scripts along with the regular expression to extract the data from the web by using the URLs of the desired websites. The system then displays the scrapped information in a semantic way after visiting the desired web page. The idea used in the above case is a beautiful approach as it is spread across the globe however; the community is not developed yet. [21]

Sifter is built using the concept of PiggyBank web scrapper. It scrapes the data from any desired web page automatically. However, the scope of this scrapper is very limited as it looks for the largest group of outgoing links in the desired web page.

Some other very frequently used tools used by students, IT professionals are as follows:

- Diff bot
- Scrappy
- Selenium data scraping
- Apache Camel
- Archive.is
- Jaxer
- Import.io
In the field of journalism too the journalists prefer using the web scrappers to extract statistical information. The online marketers collect chunks of information about the contact details. They prefer scrapping of data for search engine optimization. This would also reduce the manual labour of the online marketers who would otherwise waste a lot of time in gathering the required information. The developers also need various scraping tools so that they can fill their applications with huge amount of variable data.

Various site indexers use the bots as well. The search engines like Google, Yahoo, Bing use the site indexers as well for crawling the website and displaying the content according to their priorities so that the users can access the information easily.

Since our work mainly deals with personalized data retrieval through data scraping, we focus on the ways of data extraction from web pages present.

They are as follows:

- HTTP Programming
- HTML Parsers
- DOM and SAX parsers
- Open Source web scraping libraries.
- Semantic annotation recognizing
- NLP recognition of keywords

4. Conclusions

The Internet is filled with publicly available data. Information can range from sports scores, weather forecasts, financial results, etc. This data can help answer questions we have, by testing the hypothesis.

The main uses of Web Scraping comprise of the super set of and not limited to the domain of online price comparison, contact scraping, weather data monitoring, website change detection, research, web mashup and web data integration. [4]

Some Business Use Cases

- Gathering data from multiple sources for market analysis and Lead generation
- Research
- Data Integration
- Helps monitoring of competitor's inventory information
- Stock prices
- Order status from e-commerce portals
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